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FRENCH DOOR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Follow instructions provided with doors for
the proper installation of both doors. Do not mount
handles or air closer until completing step #4.
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2. Trim astragal to center opening height less 1/4"
for clearance and install on the inside of the stationary
door with pan head screws provided. Pre-drill pilot
holes with a 1/8" drill bit. (Illustration A)

3. Install slide-bolts at top and bottom of the
stationary door as shown. (Illustration B) Be sure to
allow for the doorstop clearance on the top slide-bolt.
With the stationary door in the closed position, mark
the locations for the header and threshold holes. Drill
a 1/4" hole in the header and threshold at the marked
locations to accept the slide-bolt.
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4. Install the strike plate with the screws provided
to the astragal on the stationary door as shown
(Illustration C). Pre-drill pilot holes with a 1/8" drill
bit. The strike is included in the hardware box. Use
the strike shim provided if necessary. Be sure strike
plate is set at a height that will not interfere with main
door knob.

5. With the moving door in the closed position,
place template provided in the hardware box against
the edge of the astragal and follow instructions for
drilling and mounting handle to moving door. Mount
handle to stationary door and air closer to moving
door if desired.
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KIT INCLUDES:
1 - Astragal

8 - #8 x 3/4" Pan Head Screws
2 - Slide bolts w/screws
1 - Strike Plate and Shim
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